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As a safety-critical issue in complex mobile systems, isolation requires two or more mobile objects not to ap-
pear in the same place simultaneously. To ensure such isolation, a scheduling policy is needed to control and 
coordinate the movement of mobile objects. Unfortunately, existing task scheduling theories fails in providing 
effective solutions, because it is hardly possible to decompose a complex mobile system into multiple indepen-
dent tasks. To solve this problem, a more fine-grained event scheduling is proposed in this paper to generate 
scheduling policies which can ensure the isolation of mobile objects. After defining event scheduling based on 
event-based formal models called dependency structures, a new event scheduling theory for mobile systems is 
developed accordingly. Then an algorithm for generating an event scheduling policy is proposed to implement 
the required isolation. Simulation experiments are conducted to prove the result of our theoretical analysis and 
show the effectiveness and scalability of the approach.
KEYWORDS: Mobility, Isolation, Scheduling Policy, Ambient, Collision Deadlock.

1. Introduction
In safety-critical mobile systems like intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS) and unmanned trans-
portation systems, there is a compelling need to 
guarantee the safety and security of such systems, 

which has become the subject of intense research 
worldwide. In these systems, isolation requires two 
or more mobile objects not to appear in the same 
place simultaneously. For example, consider a sce-
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nario where several driverless vehicles need to cross 
a road  inter-section without traffic lights. To pre-
vent from potential collisions, these vehicles must 
pass through the intersection in some order, under 
the control of certain scheduling policy. In other 
words, they must be isolated from each other during 
the whole process. Thus an effective scheduling the-
ory is needed to generate a scheduling policy so as to 
ensure the isolation relationships among mobile ob-
jects in such systems.
Task  scheduling theories, e.g, [25], [6], [31], [38],  [23], 
[24], [33], have been studied for decades under the 
strong assumption that each scheduled task is inde-
pendent of the others. The later research on sched-
uling theories, e.g., [38], [23], [24], [33], [27], [22], 
dives deep into task scheduling and schedulability 
analysis, especially in cyber-physical systems [20]. 
Task scheduling mainly considers how to generate 
the optimal scheduling policies while schedulability 
analysis aims to check if there exists the possibility of 
constraint violations during the system’s evolvement 
process. However, due to the inherent complexity of 
scheduling, existing work is far from enough to solve 
the isolation problems. Since mobile objects and en-
vironments are closely connected and intensively in-
teract in a mobile system, it is hardly possible to sepa-
rate a complex mobile system into independent tasks. 
Thus we cannot directly obtain a scheduling policy by 
using existing methods and techniques. Therefore, 
developing a new scheduling theory for complex mo-
bile systems has become the most emergent matter.
To solve the complex scheduling problems, Jiang et al. 
[18] have proposed event scheduling, which is more 
fine-grained than task scheduling. An event is gener-
ally the occurrence of an action or activity, and a task 
(usually in the forms of threads, processes, or com-
plex activities) may consist of several events. A com-
plex scheduling problem can be decomposed into sev-
eral event scheduling sub-problems, while it is unable 
to be divided into independent tasks. An event-based 
formal model called a dependency structure [18], [17], 
[15], [14] has been chosen to model complex mobile 
systems because it can not only conveniently express 
the concurrency, synchronization and loop, but also 
directly model mobility without the need for further 
refinement [18]. Inspired by the ambient calculus 
[10], two kinds of special moving events, namely, en-
tering and exiting an ambient, have been proposed in 

[18] for modeling mobility. So whether these events 
occur simultaneously in the same place (ambient) is 
employed to express the isolation relations among 
mobile objects.
Contribution. This paper makes the following con-
tributions:
 _ A novel notion of a schedule is introduced based 

on the execution process of a mobile system, which 
is different from that based on the priority in [17]. 
It shortens the length of scheduling sequences 
and improves the efficiency of obtaining such a 
scheduling sequence.

 _ The isolation of mobile objects in a complex mobile 
system is formally defined and the avoidance of 
collision deadlocks during the isolation control 
process is discussed in detail.

 _ A new algorithm is proposed for automatically 
generating a schedule, providing support for the 
implementation of safety isolation in a mobile 
system.

 _ The approach is especially applied to solving the 
problems of intersection isolation in real systems, 
so as to prove its correctness and effectiveness.

Structure. The remainder of this article is structured 
as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related 
work. Section 3 presents a typical intersection sce-
nario as a running example. Section 4 introduces the 
dependency structure used as a system model. Section 
5 defines the notion of a schedule and Section 6 dis-
cusses the decomposition and composition of sched-
uling. Section 7 defines the notion of isolation. Section 
8 derives an algorithm to automatically generate a 
schedule. Section 9 gives a case study and some exper-
iments, followed by conclusion in Section 10.

2. Related Work
In this section, the related work is introduced and dis-
cussed, from the aspects of scheduling and intersec-
tion isolation respectively.

2.1. Related Work on Scheduling
Since the first introduction by Liu and Layland [25] 
in 1973 on the Rate Monotonic (RM) Scheduling 
Algorithm, scheduling has been widely studied and 
applied in many different areas. Specifically, the re-
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al-time scheduling theory has been divided into sev-
eral important categories: fixed priority scheduling 
(e.g. [35]), dynamic priority scheduling (e.g. [9]), 
soft real-time scheduling (e.g. [2]) and feedback 
scheduling (e.g. [28]). Unlike traditional computing 
systems, cyber-physical systems (CPS) are integra-
tions of computation, networking, and physical pro-
cesses, which have become a hot topic of researches 
in recent years. Due to limited space, only the most 
related work on the scheduling of CPS will be dis-
cussed below.
For a class of CPS whose behaviors are regulated by 
feedback control laws, Zhang et al. [38] co-design the 
control law and the task scheduling algorithm for 
predictable performance and power consumption 
for both the computing and the physical systems. 
To   support   scheduling  in  real-time CPS, Kim et 
al. [19] extend the fork-join parallel task model by 
applying the task stretch transformation. In the lit-
erature [30], Schneider et al. present a multi-layered 
schedule synthesis scheme for mixed-criticality cy-
ber-physical systems (MCCPS) so as to jointly sched-
ule deadline-critical, and QoC-critical tasks at dif-
ferent scheduling layers. Liu et al. [26] dive deep into 
the characteristics of temporal data dissemination in 
vehicular CPS and propose a scheduling algorithm to 
analyze the time bound for serving requests.
Besides the above work, there also exist some re-
searches, which firstly provide a metric model, then 
propose a scheduling algorithm and finally improve 
the algorithm using different methods. Li and Negi 
[23], [24] contribute to the scheduling for CPS by 
identifying and addressing a general class of sched-
uling-type applications for physical networks. He 
considers the class of optimal scheduling algorithms 
in the quasi-static regime. Tang et al. [33] propose an 
abstract heat flow model to describe thermal interfer-
ence in a distributed CPS and derive a unified sched-
uling and verification methodology based on it.
As mentioned before, these existing work always in-
vestigates the scheduling problems based on tradi-
tional task scheduling, and the efforts hardly reason 
about scheduling. Based on more fine-grained event 
scheduling, Jiang et al. [16] attempt to model and ana-
lyze isolation from the perspective of mobility, which 
is the most related to this work. However, their work 
focuses on fixed priority event scheduling and gener-

ates a priority scheduling sequence by computing an 
execution sequence of a system, which do not consid-
er event scheduling with a loop. In this work, we ex-
plore dynamic event scheduling and generate a sched-
uling sequence based on the states of a system. The 
generated scheduling sequence may contain a loop. 
Thus this work is actually an extension of [16] aiming 
to solve the safety isolation problems in complex mo-
bile systems, which is original and different from all 
these related work.

2.2. Related Work on Intersection Isolation

To avoid potential collisions and other faults at inter-
sections while maximizing the throughput, research-
ers from worldwide have developed various intersec-
tion isolation approaches for vehicles so as to ensure 
their safety passage.
The first category of protocols are agent-based and 
reservation-based. In the literature [12], Dresner and 
Stone present a protocol named Autonomous Inter-
section Management (AIM) for fully autonomous 
vehicles so that they could reserve conflict-free tra-
jectories in advance by calling ahead to a reserva-
tion manager agent at the intersection, which can 
effectively reduce the delay of vehicles caused by 
intersections but might introduce a single point of 
failure for its heavy reliance on the communications 
between the vehicles and the manager agent. This 
work is then extended to be compatible with partial-
ly automated vehicles in [32]. Lee and Park [21] also 
provide an agent-based approach but modeling such 
problem as a Constrained Nonlinear Optimization 
Problem, which is solved by using parallel compu-
tations of three optimization methods. Besides, Per-
ronnet et al. [29] focus on the deadlock prevention 
under real-time conditions in a network of intersec-
tions and propose a reservation-based hierarchical 
approach to improve the overall throughput without 
deadlock.
The second category of protocols are priority-based, 
in which vehicles with higher priority are allowed to 
cross the conflicting areas prior to those with lower 
priority. Several spatio-temporal  intersection  pro-
tocols (STIP) are proposed by Azimi et al. [7], which 
assign priorities to vehicles according to their arrival 
times at the intersection. Such priority-based inter-
section protocols are extended by Aoki and Rajkumar 
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[4] to merge protocol by using both V2V communica-
tions and in-vehicle perception systems, which also 
realize the coordination between autonomous vehi-
cles and human-driven vehicles.
The third category of protocols are derived from the 
Ballroom Intersection Protocol (BRIP) [8], in which, 
a specific spatio-temporal pattern is tailored to each 
particular intersection so that all vehicles cross-
ing the intersection must follow it. Based on BRIP, 
Aoki and Rajkumar [3] present a more general and 
fault-tolerant version named the Configurable Syn-
chronous Intersection Protocol (CSIP), which is 
more robust even in the case of GPS inaccuracies and 
other failures. Moreover, the introduction of inter-ve-
hicular distances makes CSIP much more acceptable 
and comfortable to human passengers.
In addition, Wu et al. [36] regard the problem of inter-
section control as a new variant of the classic mutual 
exclusion problem rather than an optimization prob-
lem, and design both centralized and distributed algo-
rithms to solve such a problem. This method is easy 
and simple because it avoids the involvement of tradi-
tional optimization process. Besides traditional static 
road intersections, Aoki and Rajkumar [5] study Dy-
namic Intersections (DI) and present a cooperative 
dynamic intersection protocol to avoid vehicle colli-
sions at DI.
Compared with these existing intersection control 
approaches, our work offers a totally different solu-
tion based on formal methods, which provides a sol-
id theoretic foundation and supports analyzing and 
reasoning at a higher abstract level. Moreover, our 
approach can be more general and less dependent 
on communication, which can be widely applied for 
nearly any sort of complicated driving contexts that 
may be encountered in the real world.

3. Running Example
Here we present a typical autonomous driving scenar-
io (see Figure 1) as a running example, where four au-
tonomous vehicles A, B, C and D need to pass through 
an intersection, which is separated into a number of 
small cells. Each cell is marked with a unique identi-
fier as shown in Figure 1. At the current time, the four 
vehicles A, B, C and D are preparing to cross the inter-
section along the routes c2 → c6 → c10 → c14, c8 → c7 

→ c6 → c5, c15 → c11 → c7 → c3 and c9 → c10 → c11 → 
c12, respectively.
Similar to the concept introduced by the ambient 
calculus [10], here we consider the cells as ambients 
where mobile objects can get in and out at their will. 
Obviously, in this running example system, each cell 
can be regarded as an ambient and the vehicles A, B, 
C and D  are four mobile objects  which  can  enter  or  
exit these grid cells when moving along their routes.
The notations  and  are used here to denote the 
set of ambients and the set of mobile objects respec-
tively. Thus the event of a mobile object M (M Î ) 
entering an ambient A (A Î ) is denoted by enM

A. 
In fact, it is  enough  to  only  use  the  two  movement 
events (entering and exiting events) for specifying the 
mobility in such a mobile system [18], [17]. To further 
simplify modeling specification, in this work we only 
consider the entering events because the event of en-
tering one ambient naturally means the event of ex-
iting the previously occupied ambient. Thus, we have 
the following  movement events for the running ex-
ample system:   enA

c2, enA
c6, enA

c10, enA
c14, enB

c8, enB
c7, enB

c6, enB
c5, 

enC
c15, enC

c11, enC
c7, enC

c3, enD
c9, enD

c10, enD
c11, enD

c12.

4. System Model
In this section, a fine-grained event-based formal 
model called dependency structure [18], [17], [16] is 
briefly introduced as a system model for modeling 

Figure 1 
A running example with four vehicles crossing one 
intersection (from the literature [7]) 
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scenario (see Figure 1) as a running example, 
where four autonomous vehicles A, B, C and D 
need to pass through an intersection, which is 
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complex mobile systems. An event set (a set of 
events) is used as an essential element of 
dependency structure model. Here the notations 2X 

and |X| are used to respectively denote the power 
set and the size of an event set X. Next comes the 
definition of a dependency structure. 

4.1 Definition 
Definition 4.1 A dependency structure (DS) is a 
tuple <ξ, , , , , , , > with 
-ξ, a finite set of events, 
- Í 2ξ , the set of initially available event sets, 

- Í 2ξ\{f} ×2ξ\{f}, the transformation relation, 

- Í 2ξ , the synchronism relation such that " X∈: 
|X| > 1, 
- Í 2ξ , the choice relation such that " X∈:  
|X| > 1, 
- Í 2ξ\{f} ×2ξ\{f}, the priority relation, 

-:ξ→{1,2,3,…}, the capacity function, and 

- Í 2ξ, the set of finally available event sets. 

A dependency structure model can be graphically 
expressed by using a dependency structure 
diagram. For example, the dependency structure of 
the above running example is illustrated in Figure 
2. 

4.2 Execution Semantics 
In a dependency structure, a system only runs 
according to its transformation dependencies, and 
the execution of each transformation dependency 
may lead to the change in state. Thus a state of a 
system is defined as follows: 

Definition 4.2.1 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a 
dependency structure. A state S  of  DS  is  a  tuple 
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complex mobile systems. An event set (a set of 
events) is used     as an essential element of dependen-
cy structure model. Here the notations 2X and |X| are 
used to respectively denote the power set and the size 
of an event set X. Next comes the definition of a de-
pendency structure.

4.1. Definition
Definition 4.1. A dependency structure (DS) is a tu-
ple <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> with
 _ ξ, a finite set of events,
 _ I Í 2ξ, the set of initially available event sets,
 _ T Í 2ξ\{f} ×2ξ\{f}, the transformation relation,
 _ S Í 2ξ, the synchronism relation such that " X∈S: 

|X| > 1,
 _ C Í 2ξ, the choice relation such that " X∈C:  

|X| > 1,
 _ P Í 2ξ\{f} ×2ξ\{f}, the priority relation,
 _ W:ξ→{1,2,3,…}, the capacity function, and
 _ F Í 2ξ, the set of finally available event sets.

A dependency structure model can be graphically ex-
pressed by using a dependency structure diagram. For 
example, the dependency structure of the above run-
ning example is illustrated in Figure 2.

4.2. Execution Semantics
In a dependency structure, a system only runs ac-
cording to its transformation dependencies, and the 
execution of each transformation dependency may 
lead to the change in state. Thus a state of a system is 
defined as follows:
Definition 4.2.1. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a 
dependency structure. A state S  of  DS  is  a  tuple
〈∆, F, Γ〉 where Δ Í ξ is the set of currently available 
events, F is the availability function from Δ to the set 
Z* of nonnegative integers and Γ Í T is the set of acti-
vated transformation dependencies satisfying for all 
dependencies (X,Y) Î T => X Í Δ. The initial state of 
DS is defined as S0

 = 〈∆0, F0, Γ0〉  such that ∆0 = ÈCÎI X, " 
e Î ∆0 ∶F0(e) = |{(X,Y ) Î T | e Î X }|  and Γ0  = {(X,Y  ) 
| X Î I, (X,Y  ) Î T}.
Except for transformation dependency, other con-
straints (synchronism, choice and priority) can only 
control the execution of such a system. The synchro-
nism sets specify the control of synchronization wait-
ing and data merge, while the choice sets express the 

exclusive choice control and priorities control the 
occurrence order of the events. Thus, the execution 
semantics of a dependency structure can be defined 
as follows.
Definition 4.2.2. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  
dependency structure and S1

 = 〈∆1, F1, Γ1〉, S2
  =  〈∆2, F2, 

Γ2〉 be two of its states.
S1 can evolve into S2 by executing a transformation 
dependency (A,B), denoted S1 ®(A,B) S2, if the following 
conditions hold:
1 (A,B) Î Γ1 ,
2 (E,F) Î Γ1 : F B,
3 ∆2 

 = { e Î ∆1 | e Ï A Ú (e Î A Ù F1(e) – (1 + x) > 0) } È B,
4 " e Î ∆2: F2(e) £W(e) 

 
 

 

 〈∆, F, Γ〉 where Δ Í ξ is the set of currently 
available events, F is the availability function from 
Δ to the set * of nonnegative integers and Γ Í  
is the set of activated transformation dependencies 
satisfying for all dependencies (X,Y) Î  => X 

Í Δ. The initial state of DS is defined as S0 = 〈∆0, 
F0, Γ0〉  such that ∆0 = ÈCÎ X, " e Î ∆0 ∶F0(e) = 

|{(X,Y) Î  | e Î X }|  and Γ0  = {(X,Y) | X Î , 

(X,Y) Î }. 

Except for transformation dependency, other 
constraints (synchronism, choice and priority)   
can only control the execution of such a system. 
The synchronism sets specify the control of 
synchronization waiting and data merge, while 
the choice sets express the exclusive choice control 
and priorities control the occurrence order of the 
events. Thus, the execution semantics of a 
dependency structure can be defined as follows. 

Definition 4.2.2 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be 
a  dependency structure and S1  = 〈∆1, F1, Γ1〉 , S2  =  
〈∆2, F2, Γ2〉 be two of its states. 
S1 can evolve into S2 by executing a transformation 
dependency (A,B), denoted S1 (A,B) 

  ® S2, if the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) (A,B) Î Γ1 , 
(2) (E,F) Î Γ1 : F B, 
(3)  ∆2  = { e Î ∆1 | e Ï A Ú (e Î A Ù F1(e) – (1 + x) > 
0) } È B, 
(4) " e Î ∆2: F2(e) £(e)  

F1(e) – (1 + x),           e Î A\B 
F1(e),                          e Î ∆1\(A È B) 

Ù F2(e) =    F1(e) – (1 + x) + y,     e Î A Ç B 
F1(e) + y,                    e Î (∆1\A) Ç B  
y,                                e Î  B \∆1 

where y = |{(X,Y) Î  | X Ç B ¹ f}| and x = | 

{(A,X) Î  | $e Î X, $e' Î B, $C Î  : e ¹ e'Ù {e, 

e'} Í C}| , and 
(5) Γ2 = (Γ1 \ ({(A,B)} È B)) È B È B, where B = 

{(B,X) | (B,X) Î }, B = {(X,Y) Î  | X Î , X Î 

∆1 È B, B Í X, Y Í ξ} and B = {(W,X) Î  | W 

Í ξ, $e Î X, $e' Î B, $C Î  : e ¹ e'Ù {e, e'} Í C}. 

According to the definition, all possible states of a 
dependency structure can be computed one by 
one. For a more detailed explanation of 
dependency   structure,    please   refer   to    the 

 literatures [18], [17], [16], [11]. 

4.3 Definition of Properties 
Some properties are defined here, which will be 
used in the subsequent sections to analyze the 
behaviors of a mobile system. 

Definition 4.3.1 DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
dependency structure and S0 be the initial state of 
DS. 

(1) A state S is said to be reachable from S‘, denoted 
as S‘S, if there exist the states S‘1, …, S‘n-1 such 

that S‘  d‘1 
 ®  S‘1…S‘n-1 d‘n 

 ®  S, (d‘i  Î , i Î {1,…,n}). A 
state S is said to be reachable in DS if there exist the 
states S1, …, Sn-1 such that S0  d1 

®  S1…Sn-1 dn 
®  S, (di  Î , 

i Î {1,…,n}). Sta(DS) denotes the set of all reachable 
states in DS. 

(2) Let S = á∆, F, Γñ Î Sta(DS). S is said to be 
terminated in DS if Γ = f and " e Î ∆: F(e) = 0 Ù e Î 
ÈCÎX. S is said to be dead in DS if S is not 
terminated and there does not exist a state S‘ such 
that SS‘. DS is said to be weakly terminated if and 
only if for all S Î Sta(DS), S is terminated or there 
exists a terminated state St Î Sta(DS) such that 
S‘St. DS is said to be dead (deadlocked) if and only 
if $S Î Sta(DS): S is dead. DS is said to be deadlock-
free if and only if S Î Sta(DS): S is dead. 

(3) A trace of DS is a sequence s = d1 …dn (di  Î , i 

Î {1,…,n}) such that there exist the states S1, …, Sn 

such that S0  d1 
®  S1…Sn-1 dn 

®  Sn. n is the length of s.      
s and`s are respectively defined as the set of all 
dependencies in the trace s and the set of event sets 
in s, that is,  s = {d1,…, dn} and`s = { A Í ξ |$ (C, D) 
Î  s : A = C Ú A = D}. Tr(DS) denotes the set of all 
traces of all traces of DS. 

(4) DS is said to be bounded if " e Î ξ: (e) is finite. 

4.4 Modeling Mobile Systems 
Based on the dependency structure model 
introduced above, the (mobility) behavior of a 
complex mobile system can be easily modeled, 
because in such a system, every two subsequent 
entering events of a single object in fact form a 
transformation dependency. Thus, the behavior of 
the running example system can be represented as 
DSrun = <ξ, , , , , , , >, where 

where y = |{(X,Y  ) Î T | X Ç B ¹ f}| and x = | {(A,X) 
Î T | $e Î X, $e' Î B, $C Î C : e ¹ e'Ù {e, e'} Í 
C}| , and

5 Γ2 = (Γ1 \ ({(A,B)} È BC)) È BT È BS, where BT = {(B,X) 
| (B,X) Î T}, BS = {(X,Y ) Î T | X Î S, X Î ∆1 È B, 
B Í X, Y   Í ξ} and BC = {(W,X) Î T | W Í ξ, $e Î 
X, $e' Î B, $C Î C : e ¹ e'Ù {e, e'} Í C}.

According to the definition, all possible states of a de-
pendency structure can be computed one by one. For 
a more detailed explanation of dependency structure,    
please refer to the literatures [18], [17], [16], [11].

4.3. Definition of Properties

Some properties are defined here, which will be used 
in the subsequent sections to analyze the behaviors of 
a mobile system.
Definition 4.3.1. DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a de-
pendency structure and S0 be the initial state of DS.
1 A state S is said to be reachable from S¢, denoted as 

S¢S, if there exist the states S¢1, …, S¢n-1 such that 
S¢ ®d¢1  S¢1…S¢n-1 ®d¢n  S, (d¢i  Î T, i Î {1,…,n}). A state S 
is said to be reachable in DS if there exist the states 
S1, …, Sn-1 such that S0 ®d1  S1…Sn-1 ®dn  S, (di  Î T, i Î 
{1,…,n}). Sta(DS) denotes the set of all reachable 
states in DS.
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2 Let S = á∆, F, Γñ Î Sta(DS). S is said to be terminat-
ed in DS if Γ = f and " e Î ∆: F(e) = 0 Ù e Î ÈCÎFX. 
S is said to be dead in DS if S is not terminated and 
there does not exist a state S ¢ such that SS ¢. DS is 
said to be weakly terminated if and only if for all S Î 
Sta(DS), S is terminated or there exists a terminat-
ed state St Î Sta(DS) such that S ¢St. DS is said to 
be dead (deadlocked) if and only if $S Î Sta(DS): S 
is dead. DS is said to be deadlock-free if and only if 
S Î Sta(DS): S is dead.

3 A trace of DS is a sequence s = d1 …dn (di  Î T,  
i Î {1,…,n}) such that there exist the states S1, …, Sn 
such that S0 ® d1 S1…Sn-1 ®dn  Sn. n is the length of s. s 
and`s are respectively defined as the set of all de-
pendencies in the trace s and the set of event sets 
in s, that is,  s = {d1,…, dn} and`s = { A Í ξ |$ (C, D) 
Î s : A = C Ú A = D}. Tr(DS) denotes the set of all 
traces of all traces of DS.

4 DS is said to be bounded if " e Î ξ: W(e) is finite.

4.4. Modeling Mobile Systems

Based on the dependency structure model introduced 
above, the (mobility) behavior of a complex mobile 
system can be easily modeled, because in such a sys-
tem, every two subsequent entering events of a sin-
gle object in fact form a transformation dependency. 
Thus, the behavior of the running example system can 
be represented as DSrun = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F>, where

ξ = { enA 
c2, enA 

c6, enA 
c10, enA 

c14, enB 
c8, enB 

c7, enB 
c6, enB 

c5, enC 
c15, en

C 
c11, 

enC 
c7, enC 

c3, enD 
c9, enD 

c10, enD 
c11, enD 

c12}, 
 = {{enA 

c2}, {enB 
c8}, {enC 

c15}, {enD 
c9}}, 

 = {( {enA 
c2},{enA 

c6}), ({enA 
c6},{enA 

c10}), ({enA 
c10},{en

A 
c14}), ({en

B 
c8}, 

{enB 
c7}), ({enB 

c7},{enB 
c6}), ({enB 

c6},{en
B 
c5}), ({enC 

c15},{enC 
c11}), ({enC 

c11},
{enC 

c7 }), ({enC 
c7 },{enC 

c3 }), ({enD 
c9 },{enD 

c10}), ({enD 
c10},{enD 

c11}), 
({enD 

c11},{enD 
c12})} , 

 = f ,  = f,  = f, " e Î ξ, (e) = ∞, and  

 = {{enA 
c14}, {enB 

c5}, {enC 
c3}, {enD 

c12}}. 
For simplicity, a mobile system DS that  For simplicity, a mobile system DS that  con-
tains  mobile objects M1, …,Mm  Î  and ambients 
A1,…,An  Î  can also be denoted by DS = << M1,…, 
Mm, A1,…,An >>. Let [DS] denote the set of mobile 
objects and ambients in DS and itself-that is,  
[DS] = { M1,…,Mm, A1,…,An ,DS}. The notation  
DSx ÌDS is used to denote that DSx is a mobile ob-
ject or ambient of DS.

5. Scheduling
In this section, the notion of a schedule is defined 
based on the execution process of a mobile system, 
and the approach for generating a schedule is dis-
cussed accordingly.
Definition 5.1. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  de-
pendency structure.
A sequence s = X1…Xn (Xi Í ξ, i Î {1,…,n}) is called a 
schedule in  DS if and only if there exist the states S 
= <∆, F, Γ>, S1 = <∆1, F1, Γ1>, …, Sn = <∆n, Fn, Γn> in 
DS such that S S1… Sn and Xi  Ç ∆i = Xi  for all  
i Î {1,…,n}.
`s denotes the set of all event sets in the schedule s = 
X1…Xn, that is,`s = { X1,…,Xn }.
A schedule is an ordered event set sequence, where  
the events in the preceding event set occur prior to 
those behind. The scheduler of a system is in fact a 
controller or coordinator, which restricts the behav-
ior of such a system to ensure that all given schedul-
ing requirements are met [1].
For example, in Figure 1 a schedule s1 = {enB

c6}{enB
c5} 

{enA
c6} can guarantee that the vehicles A and B do not 

collide in the cell c6. Similarly, a schedule s2 = {enA
c10}

{enA
c14}{enD

c10} can prevent the two vehicles A and D 
from any possible collision in the cell c10.
Theorem 5.1. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  
dependency structure and let SX be the set of all the 
schedule in DS. For all s = X1…Xn Î SX, there exists a 
trace s = (A1,B1) (A2,B2) … (Am,Bm) Î Tr(DS) such that 

Figure 2
The dependency structure model of the running system
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5. Scheduling 
In this section, the notion of a schedule is defined 
based on the execution process of a mobile system, 
and the approach for generating a schedule is 
discussed accordingly. 

Definition 5.1 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
dependency structure. 
A sequence s = X1…Xn (Xi Í ξ, i Î {1,…,n}) is 
called a schedule in  DS if and only if there exist the 
states S = <∆, F, Γ>, S1 = <∆1, F1, Γ1>, …, Sn = <∆n, 
Fn, Γn> in DS such that S S1… Sn and Xi  Ç 

∆i = Xi  for all i Î {1,…,n}. 
`s denotes the set of all event sets in the schedule s 
= X1…Xn, that is, `s = { X1,…,Xn }. 

A schedule is an ordered event set sequence, 
where  the  events  in  the  preceding  event  set 

occur prior to those behind. The scheduler of a 
system is in fact a controller or coordinator, which 
restricts the behavior of such a system to ensure 
that all given scheduling requirements are met [1]. 

For example, in Figure 1 a schedule s1 = {enB 
c6}{enB 

c5} 
{enA 

c6} can guarantee that the vehicles A and B do not 
collide in the cell c6. Similarly, a schedule s2 = {enA 

c10

}{enA 
c14}{enD 

c10} can prevent the two vehicles A and D 
from any possible collision in the cell c10. 

Theorem 5.1 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
dependency structure and let SX be the set of all the 
schedule in DS. For all s = X1…Xn Î SX, there exists 

a trace s = (A1,B1) (A2,B2) … (Am,Bm) Î Tr(DS) such 
that "i, j Î {1,…,n}, $i‘, j‘ Î {1,…,m}: i < j => i‘ < j‘ Ù 
(Xi = Bi‘ Ù Xj = Bj‘). 

Proof According to Definition 5.1 and Definition 
4.3.1, every schedule in DS  is a part of some trace 
in DS. Therefore, the result holds obviously. 

The theorem states that any schedule is necessarily 
a part of a trace in the system. For instance, the 
schedule s1 = {enB 

c6}{enB 
c5}{enA 

c6} corresponds to the trace 
s = ({enB 

c8},{enB 
c7})({enB 

c7},{enB 
c6})({enB 

c6},{enB 
c5})({enA 

c2 },{enA 
c6 }), 

which guarantees that the two vehicles A and B are 
collision-free in the running example system. 

Theorem 5.2 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
dependency structure.  Given a sequence s = X1…Xn 

(Xi Í ξ, i Î {1,…,n}),  if there exists a trace  s = 
(A1,B1) (A2,B2) … (Am,Bm) Î Tr(DS) such that "i, j Î 
{1,…,n}, $i‘, j‘ Î {1,…,m}: i < j => i‘ < j‘ Ù (Xi = Bi‘ Ù Xj 

= Bj‘),  then s is a schedule in DS. 

Proof  According to Definition 4.3.1, any trace in DS 
is actually a path that the modeled system can 
execute along. Thus we can schedule the execution 
process of the system. By Definition 5.1, the 
sequence of event sets in the trace forms a schedule 
in DS. 

The theorem shows that by computing the traces of 
the modeled system, we can generate proper 
schedules according to some given constraints and 
check whether a given event set sequence is a 
feasible (sometimes called schedulable [37]) 
schedule. For example, if we require that the 
running example system should run along the trace 
s = ({enB 

c8}, {enB 
c7})({enB 

c7},{enB 
c6})({enC 

c15},{enC 
c11})({enC 

c11},{enC 
c7}), 

then by Definition 5.1, the sequence {enB 
c8}{enB 

c7}{enB 
c6

}{enC 
c11}{enC 

c7 } forms a feasible schedule that ensures 
that the two vehicles B and C do not enter the same 
cell c7 at the same time. On the contrary, as for the 
sequence {enB 

c7}{enB 
c5}{enB 

c6}, since there does not exist a 
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"i, j Î {1,…,n}, $i¢, j¢ Î {1,…,m}: i < j => i¢ < j¢ Ù (Xi = Bi‘
 

Ù Xj = Bj¢).
Proof. According to Definition 5.1 and Definition 
4.3.1, every schedule in DS is a part of some trace in 
DS. Therefore, the result holds obviously.
The theorem states that any schedule is necessarily a 
part of a trace in the system. For instance, the schedule 
s1 = {enB

c6}{enB
c5}{enA

c6} corresponds to the trace s = 
({enB

c8},{enB
c7})({enB

c7},{enB
c6})({enB

c6},{enB
c5})({enA

c2},{enA
c6}), 

which guarantees that the two vehicles A and B are 
collision-free in the running example system.
Theorem 5.2. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  de-
pendency structure.  Given a sequence s = X1…Xn (Xi Í 
ξ, i Î {1,…,n}),  if there exists a trace  s = (A1,B1) (A2,B2) 
… (Am,Bm) Î Tr(DS) such that "i, j Î {1,…,n}, $i¢, j¢ Î 
{1,…,m}: i < j => i¢ < j¢ Ù (Xi = Bi¢

 Ù Xj = Bj¢), then s is a 
schedule in DS.
Proof.  According to Definition 4.3.1, any trace in DS 
is actually a path that the modeled system can execute 
along. Thus we can schedule the execution process of 
the system. By Definition 5.1, the sequence of event 
sets in the trace forms a schedule in DS.
The theorem shows that by computing the trac-
es of the modeled system, we can generate proper 
schedules according to some given constraints and 
check whether a given event set sequence is a feasi-
ble (sometimes called schedulable [37]) schedule. 
For example, if we require that the running example 
system should run along the trace s = ({enB

c8}, {enB
c7}) 

({enB
c7},{enB

c6})({enC
c15},{enC

c11})({enC
c11},{enC

c7}), then by 
Definition 5.1, the sequence {enB

c8}{enB
c7}{enB

c6}{enC
c11}

{enC
c7} forms a feasible schedule that ensures that the 

two vehicles B and C do not enter the same cell c7 at 
the same time. On the contrary, as for the sequence 
{enB

c7}{enB
c5}{enB

c6}, since there does not exist a trace 
that contains the sequence in the running example 
system, by Definition 5.1, such a sequence cannot be-
come a feasible schedule.
For convenience, given a dependency structure DS and 
a set of schedules SX, the restriction of DS to the sched-
ules in SX denoted by DSûSX. That is to say, DSûSX means 
the behavior of the system modeled by DS is restricted 
to the schedules in SX or the dependency structure DS 
runs under the control of the schedules in SX.
Proposition 5.2. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a 
dependency structure and let SX be the set of all the 
schedules in DS. Then

1 Sta(DSûSX) Í Sta(DS), and
2 Tr(DSûSX) Í Tr(DS).
Proof. This result obviously holds.
The proposition shows that the states and traces of 
scheduled system are part of those of the original sys-
tem, respectively.

6. Decomposition and Composition 
of Scheduling
In this section, the decomposition and composition of 
scheduling are further discussed.
Definition 6.1. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  
dependency structure and let t = X1…Xn, t¢ = Y 1…Y m be 
two schedules of DS.
1 A schedule t¢ is called a sub-schedule of t, denoted 

by  t¢ 

 
 

 

trace that contains the sequence in the running 
example system, by Definition 5.1, such a 
sequence cannot become a feasible schedule. 

For convenience, given a dependency structure DS 
and a set of schedules  SX, the restriction of DS to 
the schedules in SX denoted by DSûSX. That is to 
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or the dependency structure DS runs under the 
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a dependency structure and let SX be the set of all 
the schedules in DS. Then 
(1) Sta(DSûSX) Í Sta(DS), and 
(2) Tr(DSûSX) Í Tr(DS). 
Proof This result obviously holds. 

The proposition shows that the states and traces of 
scheduled system are part of those of the original 
system, respectively. 

 

6. Decomposition and 
Composition of Scheduling 
In this section, the decomposition and 
composition of scheduling are further discussed. 

Definition 6.1 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
dependency structure and let t = X1…Xn, t‘ =  
Y1…Ym be two schedules of DS. 
(1) A schedule t‘ is called a sub-schedule of t, 
denoted by  t‘  t ,  if and only if there exists a 
monotonically increasing successive sequence of 
integers r1, … ,rm such that Υi = Xri for all i Î {1, 
…,m}.  
(2) t’ is composable with t if and only if there exist 
the states S1 = <∆1, F1, Γ1>, S2 = <∆2, F2, Γ2> Î 
Sta(DS) such that S1S2 and Υm  Í ∆1 Ù X1 Í ∆2. 
The composition of t’ with t, denoted by t’t, is the 
sequence Y1…Ym X1…Xn. 

A sub-schedule of a schedule is in fact an ordered 
part extracted from the original schedule. A 
composition of one schedule and another means 
that the occurrences of the events in the last event 
set of the former schedule should be prior to those 
in the first event set of the latter during the 
system’s execution process. 

Theorem 6.1 Let DS be a dependency structure. 
(1) If s is a schedule in DS, then for all  s’  s  , s’ is 
a  schedule in DS. 

(2) If s, s’ are two schedules in DS and s’ is 
composable  with s, then s’s is a schedule in DS. 

Proof (1) By Definition 5.1, the sequence s = X1…Xn 
is a schedule means that there exist the states S = 
<∆, F, Γ>, S1 = <∆1, F1, Γ1>, …, Sn = <∆n, Fn, Γn> in 
DS such that S S1… Sn and Xi  Ç ∆i = Xi  for all 
i Î {1,…,n}. For all s’  s, assume s'= Y1…Ym. By 
Definition 6.1, since s’ is a monotonically increasing 
sequence of event sets in the sequence s, there exist 
the states S‘ = <∆‘, F‘, Γ‘>, S1‘ = <∆1‘, F1‘, Γ1‘>, …, 
Sm‘ = <∆m‘, Fm‘, Γm‘> in DS such that S‘ S1‘… 
Sm‘ and Y i  Ç ∆i‘ = Y i  for all i Î {1,…,m}. Therefore, 
by Definition 5.1, s’ is a schedule in DS. 

(2) The proof is similar to (1). 

Theorem 6.1(1) states that a schedule can be 
decomposed into multiple sub-schedules while 
Theorem 6.1(2) shows that the composition of 
scheduling can be preserved under certain 
conditions. 

 

7. Isolation Control and Collision 
Deadlock 
In this section, the notion of isolation in a mobile 
system is firstly introduce on the basis of the 
dependency structure model, then the undesirable 
collision deadlock states are explored in details. 

Definition 7.1 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
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2ξ, i Î {1,…,n}) is called an occurrence sequence in DS 
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    ®  Sn. OcSq(DS) denotes the set of all 

the occurrence sequences in  DS. 
The restriction of  to the occurrence sequence o = 
B1…Bn is defined as O = { A Î   |$B Î{ B1, …, Bn 
}, $ M Î : enM 

A  Î B }. 

When objects move about inside a typical mobile 
system, the successive occurrences of movement 
events (i.e., entering and exiting an ambient) 
naturally form an occurrence sequence. Such a 
sequence may involve the movement process of 
several mobile objects, and relate to multiple 
ambients that have been passed through. Here we 
use O  to refer to the set that contains all the 
ambients which are involved in the occurrence 
sequence o. 
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or the dependency structure DS runs under the 
control of the schedules in SX. 

Proposition 5.2 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be 
a dependency structure and let SX be the set of all 
the schedules in DS. Then 
(1) Sta(DSûSX) Í Sta(DS), and 
(2) Tr(DSûSX) Í Tr(DS). 
Proof This result obviously holds. 

The proposition shows that the states and traces of 
scheduled system are part of those of the original 
system, respectively. 

 

6. Decomposition and 
Composition of Scheduling 
In this section, the decomposition and 
composition of scheduling are further discussed. 

Definition 6.1 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
dependency structure and let t = X1…Xn, t‘ =  
Y1…Ym be two schedules of DS. 
(1) A schedule t‘ is called a sub-schedule of t, 
denoted by  t‘  t ,  if and only if there exists a 
monotonically increasing successive sequence of 
integers r1, … ,rm such that Υi = Xri for all i Î {1, 
…,m}.  
(2) t’ is composable with t if and only if there exist 
the states S1 = <∆1, F1, Γ1>, S2 = <∆2, F2, Γ2> Î 
Sta(DS) such that S1S2 and Υm  Í ∆1 Ù X1 Í ∆2. 
The composition of t’ with t, denoted by t’t, is the 
sequence Y1…Ym X1…Xn. 

A sub-schedule of a schedule is in fact an ordered 
part extracted from the original schedule. A 
composition of one schedule and another means 
that the occurrences of the events in the last event 
set of the former schedule should be prior to those 
in the first event set of the latter during the 
system’s execution process. 

Theorem 6.1 Let DS be a dependency structure. 
(1) If s is a schedule in DS, then for all  s’  s  , s’ is 
a  schedule in DS. 

(2) If s, s’ are two schedules in DS and s’ is 
composable  with s, then s’s is a schedule in DS. 

Proof (1) By Definition 5.1, the sequence s = X1…Xn 
is a schedule means that there exist the states S = 
<∆, F, Γ>, S1 = <∆1, F1, Γ1>, …, Sn = <∆n, Fn, Γn> in 
DS such that S S1… Sn and Xi  Ç ∆i = Xi  for all 
i Î {1,…,n}. For all s’  s, assume s'= Y1…Ym. By 
Definition 6.1, since s’ is a monotonically increasing 
sequence of event sets in the sequence s, there exist 
the states S‘ = <∆‘, F‘, Γ‘>, S1‘ = <∆1‘, F1‘, Γ1‘>, …, 
Sm‘ = <∆m‘, Fm‘, Γm‘> in DS such that S‘ S1‘… 
Sm‘ and Y i  Ç ∆i‘ = Y i  for all i Î {1,…,m}. Therefore, 
by Definition 5.1, s’ is a schedule in DS. 

(2) The proof is similar to (1). 

Theorem 6.1(1) states that a schedule can be 
decomposed into multiple sub-schedules while 
Theorem 6.1(2) shows that the composition of 
scheduling can be preserved under certain 
conditions. 

 

7. Isolation Control and Collision 
Deadlock 
In this section, the notion of isolation in a mobile 
system is firstly introduce on the basis of the 
dependency structure model, then the undesirable 
collision deadlock states are explored in details. 

Definition 7.1 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  

dependency structure. A sequence o = A1…An (Ai Î 

2ξ, i Î {1,…,n}) is called an occurrence sequence in DS 
if and only if there exist the states S, S1, …, Sn  

ÎSta(DS) and the event sets B1, …, Bn  Î2ξ  such that 
S (B1,A1) 

   ® S1…Sn-1 (Bn,An) 
    ®  Sn. OcSq(DS) denotes the set of all 

the occurrence sequences in  DS. 
The restriction of  to the occurrence sequence o = 
B1…Bn is defined as O = { A Î   |$B Î{ B1, …, Bn 
}, $ M Î : enM 

A  Î B }. 

When objects move about inside a typical mobile 
system, the successive occurrences of movement 
events (i.e., entering and exiting an ambient) 
naturally form an occurrence sequence. Such a 
sequence may involve the movement process of 
several mobile objects, and relate to multiple 
ambients that have been passed through. Here we 
use O  to refer to the set that contains all the 
ambients which are involved in the occurrence 
sequence o. 

 s, assume s'= Y1…Ym. By Definition 6.1, 
since s’ is a monotonically increasing sequence of 
event sets in the sequence s, there exist the states S‘ 
= <∆¢, F¢, Γ¢>, S1¢ = <∆1¢, F1¢, Γ1¢>, …, Sm¢ = <∆m¢, Fm¢, 
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Γm¢> in DS such that S¢ S1¢… Sm¢ and Y i  Ç ∆i¢ = 
Y i  for all i Î {1,…,m}. Therefore, by Definition 5.1, s’ 
is a schedule in DS.

2 The proof is similar to (1).
Theorem 6.1(1) states that a schedule can be decom-
posed into multiple sub-schedules while Theorem 
6.1(2) shows that the composition of scheduling can 
be preserved under certain conditions.

7. Isolation Control and Collision 
Deadlock
In this section, the notion of isolation in a mobile sys-
tem is firstly introduce on the basis of the dependency 
structure model, then the undesirable collision dead-
lock states are explored in details.
Definition 7.1. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  
dependency structure. A sequence o = A1…An (Ai Î 2ξ,  
i Î {1,…,n}) is called an occurrence sequence in DS if and 
only if there exist the states S, S1, …, Sn  ÎSta(DS) and the 
event sets B1, …, Bn  Î2ξ  such that S ®

(B1,A1)
 S1…Sn-1 ®

(Bn,An)
 Sn. 

OcSq(DS) denotes the set of all the occurrence se-
quences in  DS.
The restriction of  to the occurrence sequence o 
= B1…Bn is defined as   ↑ O = { A Î   |$B Î{ B1, …, Bn },  
$ M Î  : enM

A Î B }.
When objects move about inside a typical mobile sys-
tem, the successive occurrences of movement events 
(i.e., entering and exiting an ambient) naturally form 
an occurrence sequence. Such a sequence may involve 
the movement process of several mobile objects, and 
relate to multiple ambients that have been passed 
through. Here we use   ↑O to refer to the set that con-
tains all the ambients which are involved in the occur-
rence sequence o.
Proposition 7.1. Let DS be a dependency structure. 
Then " o = A1… An Î OcSq(DS), there exists a trace  
σ = (B1,B2)(B2,B3)…(Bm-1,Bm) Î Tr(DS) such that 
$iÎ{1,…,m}, "jÎ{2,…,n}: (A1= Bi) Ù (Aj= Bi + j - 1).
Proof. This result obviously holds.
Proposition 7.1 states that all occurrence sequences 
in a dependency structure can be obtained if we have 
all the traces of it computed in advance.
Definition 7.2. Let DS be a dependency structure, A Î 

, M1, M2 Î    and  A, M1, M2 Ì  DS.
M1 is said to be isolated from M2 for A in DS, denoted 
by M1 ◦A M2, iff either " o Î OcSq(DS), A Ï ↑O , or "  
o = B1…Bn Î OcSq(DS), ($ X Î ,   {enM2

A} Î{ B1,…,Bn}: 
B1 ={ enM1

A } Ù B1 ={ enM1
X  }) Ú ($ Y Î , { enM1

A  } Î 
{ B1,…, Bn}: B1 ={ enM2

A  } Ù B1 ={ enM2
Y  }).

This definition in fact shows that if M1 is isolated from 
M2 for the ambient A, one of the following three cases 
must have occurred: (1) neither M1 nor  M2 enter A , (2) 
only one of the two mobile objects, that is, either M1  or  
M2 enters  A , and (3) both  M1 and M2 enter A , but one 
will not enter until the other exits A. In other words, 
M1 and M2 are strictly forbidden to appear at the same 
ambient simultaneously, and one ambient can only ac-
commodate one mobile object at a time [18].
Obviously, in the real world, mobile objects are not 
born to be isolated. Hence extra scheduling control 
must be imposed so as to guarantee such a mobile 
system can meet the isolation requirements and run 
safely.
Theorem 7.1. Let DS be a dependency structure,  A Î 
,  M1, M2 Î    and  A, M1, M2 Ì DS. Let SX be a set of 
schedules. 
If "S = <∆, F, Γ> Î Sta(DSûSX): {enM1

A, enM2
A  } Ú ∆, then 

M1 is isolated from M2 for A in DSûSX.
Proof. (Proof by Contradiction) Assume M1 is not 
isolated from M2 for A in DSûSX. By Definition 7.1 and 
Definition 7.2, M1 and M2 can enter the  ambient at the 
same time. By Definition 4.2.1 and Definition 4.2.2, 
there exists a state S = <∆, F, Γ>  Î Sta(DSûSX) such 
that {enM1

A, enM2
A  } Í ∆. This contradicts the condition   

"S = <∆, F, Γ> Î Sta(DSûSX): {enM1
A, enM2

A  } Ú ∆.
The theorem states that, by checking the states of 
the target dependency structure that runs under the 
restriction of certain schedules, it can be decided 
whether two mobile objects are isolated or not for a 
given ambient.
Theorem 7.2. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  de-
pendency structure and S0 = <∆0, F0, Γ0> be the initial 
state of DS.
If there exist a sequence s = A1… An (Ai Î 2ξ, i Î 
{1,…,n}), the event sets B1,…,Bn Î 2ξ and the states S1 = 
<∆1, F1, Γ1>, …, Sn = <∆n, Fn, Γn> Î Sta(DS) such that  

S0 ®
(B1,A1)

 S1…Sn-1 ®
(Bn,An)

 Sn, and Sn is terminated, then 
1 the sequence s is a schedule in DS,
2 DSû{s} is weakly terminated, and
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3 " M, N Î , " X Î : "i Î{1,…,n}, {enM
X, enN

X } Ú ∆i 
=> M, N are isolated from each other for  X  in  DSû{s}.

Proof
1 By Definition 5.1, this result is straightforward.
2 By Definition 4.3.1, the sequence s is actually a 

trace. Moreover, DSû{s} is the dependency structure 
that only runs along the trace s, that is, Sta(DSû{s}) 
={ S0, S1,…, Sn}.  Since Sn is terminated, by Definition 
4.3.1, DSû{s} is weakly terminated.

3 By Theorem 7.1, this result holds.
Theorem 7.2 in fact presents a schedule generating 
approach, which can generate scheduling policies to 
meet the requirements of isolation in a mobile sys-
tem. For example, in the running example system, 
there exists the schedule s = {enA

c2}{enA
c6}{enA

c10} {enA
c14}

{enC
c15}{enC

c11}{enC
c7}{enC

c3}{enB
c8}{enB

c7}{enB
c6}{enB

c5}{enD
c9}  

{enD
c10}{enD

c11}{enD
c12} which can ensure the four vehi-

cles A, B, C and D safely cross the road interaction 
without collision.

Figure 3 
A collision deadlock scenario (from the literature [7])

  

Proposition 7.1 Let DS be a dependency structure. 
Then " o = A1…An Î OcSq(DS), there exists a trace 
s = (B1,B2)(B2,B3)…(Bm-1,Bm) Î Tr(DS) such that 
$iÎ{1,…,m}, "jÎ{2,…,n}: (A1= Bi) Ù (Aj= Bi + j - 1). 

Proof This result obviously holds. 

Proposition 7.1 states that all occurrence 
sequences in a dependency structure can be 
obtained if we have all the traces of it computed in 
advance. 

Definition 7.2 Let DS be a dependency structure,   
A Î ,  M1, M2 Î   and  A, M1, M2 ÌDS. 
M1 is said to be isolated from M2 for A in DS, 
denoted by M1 ◦A M2 , iff either  " o Î OcSq(DS),   A 
Ï O ,  or " o = B1…Bn Î OcSq(DS), ($ X Î ,   
{enM2 

A } Î{ B1,…,Bn }: B1 ={ enM1 
A } Ù B1 ={ enM1 

X }) Ú ($ Y Î 
, { enM1 

A } Î{ B1,…,Bn }: B1 ={ enM2 
A } Ù B1 ={ enM2 

Y }). 

This definition in fact shows that if M1 is isolated 
from M2 for the ambient A, one of the following 
three cases must have occurred: (1) neither M1 nor  
M2 enter A , (2) only one of the two mobile objects, 
that is, either M1  or  M2 enters  A , and (3) both  M1 
and M2 enter A , but one will not enter until the 
other exits A. In other words, M1 and M2 are 
strictly forbidden to appear at the same ambient 
simultaneously, and one ambient can only 
accommodate one mobile object at a time [18]. 
Obviously, in the real world, mobile objects are 
not born to be isolated. Hence extra scheduling 
control must be imposed so as to guarantee such a 
mobile system can meet the isolation requirements 
and run safely. 

Theorem 7.1 Let DS be a dependency structure,  A 
Î ,  M1, M2 Î   and  A, M1, M2 ÌDS. Let SX be 
a set of schedules.  
If "S = <∆, F, Γ> Î Sta(DSûSX): {enM1 

A , enM2 
A }  ∆，

then M1 is isolated from M2 for A in DSûSX. 
Proof (Proof by Contradiction) Assume M1 is not 
isolated from M2 for A in DSûSX. By Definition    7.1 
and Definition 7.2, M1 and M2 can enter the  
ambient at the same time. By Definition 4.2.1 and 
Definition 4.2.2, there exists a state S = <∆, F, Γ>  
Î Sta(DSûSX) such that {en M1 

A , en M2 
A } Í ∆. This   

contradicts the condition   "S = <∆, F, Γ> Î 

Sta(DSûSX): {enM1 
A , enM2 

A }  ∆. 

The theorem states that, by checking the states of 
the target dependency structure that runs under 
the restriction of certain schedules, it can be 
decided whether two mobile objects are isolated 
or not for a given ambient. 

Figure 3  

A collision deadlock scenario (from the literature [7]).  
 

 
Theorem 7.2 Let DS = <ξ, , , , , , , > be a  
dependency structure and S0 = <∆0, F0, Γ0> be the 
initial state of DS. 
If there exist a sequence s == A1…An (Ai Î 2ξ, i Î 
{1,…,n}), the event sets B1,…,Bn Î 2ξ and the states S1 
= <∆1, F1, Γ1>, …, Sn = <∆n, Fn, Γn> Î Sta(DS) such 
that S0 (B1,A1) 

   ® S1…Sn-1 (Bn,An) 
   ®  Sn, and Sn is terminated, then  

(1) the sequence s is a schedule in DS, 
(2) DSû{s} is weakly terminated, and 
(3) " M, N Î , " X Î : "i Î{1,…,n}, {enM 

X , enN 
X  }  

∆i =>  M, N are isolated from each other for  X  in  
DSû{s}. 

Proof (1) By Definition 5.1, this result is 
straightforward. 
(2) By Definition 4.3.1, the sequence s is actually a 
trace. Moreover, DSû{s} is the dependency structure 
that only runs along the trace s, that is, Sta(DSû{s}) ={ 
S0, S1,…, Sn}.  Since Sn is terminated, by Definition 
4.3.1, DSû{s} is weakly terminated. 
(3) By Theorem 7.1, this result holds. 

Theorem 7.2 in fact presents a schedule generating 
approach, which can generate scheduling policies 
to meet the requirements of isolation in a mobile 
system. For example, in the running example 
system, there exists the schedule s = {enA 

c2}{enA 
c6}{enA 

c10} 
{enA 

c14}{enC 
c15}{enC 

c11}{enC 
c7 }{enC 

c3 }{enB 
c8}{enB 

c7}{enB 
c6}{enB 

c5}{enD 
c9 }  

{enD 
c10}{enD 

c11}{enD 
c12} which can ensure the four vehicles 

A, B, C and D safely cross the road interaction 
without collision. 

Nevertheless, when several mobile objects are 
required to be isolated from each other for certain 
ambients in a mobile system, the risk of deadlock 
may possibly occur. For instance, in the running 
example, when vehicles A, B, C and D have 
respectively occupied the cells c6, c7, c11 and c10 
(see Figure 3) [7], none of these four vehicles are 
able to move after that, otherwise collision will 
happen inevitably. Such a deadlock is not the kind 
of deadlock (deadlocked state) in common sense  

Definition 7.3. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  de-
pendency structure. A state S = <∆, F, Γ> Î Sta(DS) 
is said to be collision-deadlocked if and only if
1 S is not terminated,
2 " M1, M2 Î    , A Î     : {enM1

A, enM2
A} Ú ∆ , and

3 " S' = <∆', F', Γ'> Î Sta(DS): S→S' => $M, N Î , 
$B Î : {enM

B, enN
B } Í ∆' Ù (enM

BÎ∆ Ú enN
BÎ∆).

A collision-deadlocked state indicates that the system 
can further evolve into other states (i.e., not termi-
nated) and the mobile objects in such a system do not 
collide with each other in the current state. However, 
once one of these objects proceeds to move, it will in-
evitably collide with one of the other in an ambient, 
which are not the results we expected. Obviously, 
a complex mobile system may have a big chance of 
reaching such a collision-deadlocked state if we do 
not schedule the moving of these objects in advance.
Theorem 7.3. Let DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> be a  de-
pendency structure and SX be the set of schedules in 
DS. Then "M, N Î , "A Î : M, N are isolated from 
each other for A in DSû SX  =>   " S Î Sta(DSû SX): S is not 
collision-deadlocked.
Proof. (Proof by Contradiction) Assume $S Î Sta(DSû SX): 
S is collision-deadlocked. When the system reaches 
the state S, by Definition 7.3, there exists a mobile ob-
ject such that if the mobile object continues to move, 
the system will enter a collision state. By Definition 
7.2, $M, N Î , $A Î : M, N are not isolated from 
each other for A in DSû SX. This contradicts the condi-
tion.
The theorem states that if a mobile system can ensure 
the isolation of its mobile objects, it should not possi-
bly enter a collision-deadlocked state. The idea will be 
used in the next section for developing an algorithm 
for automatically generating schedules.

8. Algorithm
In this section, based on the theoretical analysis above, 
we have developed an algorithm (see Algorithm 1) for 
automatically generating a schedule, which can help to 
ensure the safety isolation of mobile objects in a mobile 
system.  The input of the algorithm is the mobile sys-
tem itself, including the dependency structure model, 
its initial state S0, m mobile objects and n ambients. 

Nevertheless, when several mobile objects are re-
quired to be isolated from each other for certain am-
bients in a mobile system, the risk of deadlock may 
possibly occur. For instance, in the running example, 
when vehicles A, B, C and D have respectively occu-
pied the cells c6, c7, c11 and c10 (see Figure 3) [7], none 
of these four vehicles are able to move after that, oth-
erwise collision will happen inevitably. Such a dead-
lock is not the kind of deadlock (deadlocked state) in 
common sense  (see Definition 4.3.1), but is caused 
by collision avoidance. Therefore, such a deadlock is 
called a collision deadlock.
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The output either is  the generated schedule seq, or 
concludes that a schedule is non-existent because the 
system reaches a collision-deadlocked state or abnor-
mally terminates.
The computing process are described as follows:
1 Check whether S0 is collision-deadlocked. If true, 

it means that the system can not evolve in its initial 
state, thus a schedule is non-existent and the algo-
rithm exits (lines 5-7). Otherwise, push S0 and the 
pre-dependency set of each activated transforma-
tion dependency onto the stack st one by one (lines 
8-10).

2 Enter a while loop as long as the stack st is not 
empty (line 11).

3 Pop an element off the stack st and store the 
pre-dependency set (X) as an element of a schedule 
(lines 12-14).

4 Check whether the current state is terminated. If that 
is the case, then a schedule is completely generated 
and the algorithm exits the while loop (lines 15-16).

5 Check whether the current state is collision- dead-
locked. If true, then the pre-dependency set (X) 
cannot be contained in the generated schedule. 
The algorithm continues to start the next iteration 
(lines 18-19).

6 Otherwise, compute the new states according to 
the current state and the currently activated trans-
formation dependencies. The new states and their 
corresponding pre-dependency sets are pushed 
onto the stack st if the states meet the require-
ments of isolation (lines 22-29). If there does not 
exist a new state that is pushed onto the stack, the 
corresponding pre-dependency set is not an ele-
ment of the schedule (lines 30-32).

7 When the while loop ends, check whether the cur-
rent state is not terminated. If true, it means that the 
algorithm does not compute a feasible schedule (line 
37); otherwise, a schedule is generated (line 39).

The complexity of the algorithm above is 2|T| where 
T is the transformation relation of the dependency 
structure DS. Except for this, the complexities of the 
other parts are all linear time. Fortunately, given an 
intersection or roundabout scenarios of intelligent 
transportation systems, the computation usually in-
volves a limited number of events. Thus there exists 
ample time for modern computing devices to gener-
ate a feasible schedule (see Section 9.2).

Algorithm 1: Scheduling sequence generation
Input:

DS = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> a mobile system,
S0 = <∆0, F0, Γ0>             the initial state of DS,
MO = { M1, …, Mm}       m mobile objects,
IA = { A1, …, An}                n ambients

Output
A schedule seq or non-existent.

1 let st be a stack;
2 let seq be a list of event sets;
3 let f lag be a boolean variable;
4 seq: = empty; st: = empty; f lag = false; i ← 0;
5 if <∆0, F0, Γ0> is collision-deadlocked then
6               return non-existent;
7 end
8 for each (A, B)  Î Γ0 do
9               st.push(<∆0, F0, Γ0, A>);
10 end
11  while st is not empty do
12   <∆, F, Γ, X> = st.pop();
13 seq[i]: = X  ;
14 i = i + 1;
15 if  <∆, F, Γ> is terminated then
16                     Exit;
17 else
18 if  <∆, F, Γ> is collision-deadlocked then
19                           i = i - 1; Continue;
20 else
21   f lag = false;
22 for each (X , B) Î Γ do
23 if  <∆, F, Γ> ®

(X,B)
 <∆', F', Γ'> and

  M, NÎ MO, AÎ IA: enM
A, enN

A    Î∆'
 then
24  for each (A' , B') ÎΓ' do
25 st.push(<∆', F', Γ', A'>);
26 end
27 f lag = true;
28 end
29 end
30 if f lag = = false then
31    i = i - 1;
32                               end
33                   end
34          end
35 end
36 if <∆, F, Γ> is not terminated then
37            return non-existent;
38 else
39             return seq;
40 end
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To  accurately evaluate the effectiveness   and scal-
ability of the algorithm, we have implemented it and 
incorporated it into DSTool (see Figure 7)–a proto-
type tool we developed to support the constructing 
and reasoning of dependency structure models. The 
latest version of DSTool is developed using JavaS-
cript, which makes it capable of running directly on 
most of the major browsers without extra installation.

9. Experiment
In this section, a case study of a fully-automated con-
tainer terminals (ACT) is presented, and  a series of 
simulation experiments have been conducted by em-
ploying the scheduling policies generation algorithm 
to evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness and 
scalability of our event-based scheduling approach.

9.1. Fully-Automated Container Terminal
Here we present a typical ACT like QQCT  (Qingdao 
Qianwan container terminal, see Figure 4), whose lay-
out is graphically presented in Figure 5. To meet the 
challenges of booming marine container transportation, 
the terminal employs automation equipments, such as 
quay cranes (QCs), automatic guided vehicles (AGVs) 
and automated stacking cranes (ASCs), to support the 
loading and discharging of containers. As major means 
of horizontal transport between the QCs and ASCs, 
AGVs move around to deliver containers. It is obvious-
ly that these vehicles should be effectively isolated from 
each other so as to ensure their safety and efficiency. 
In the same way as the running example, the whole 
terminal area is divided into multiple grid cells, each 
of which is regarded as an ambient and marked with 
a unique identifier. Suppose there exist five AGVs A, 
B, C, D and E which have been assigned different de-
livery jobs (see Figure 5). To carry out the discharg-
ing operations, the vehicle A receives an inbound 
container from the QC in c2 and prepares to bring it 
to the delivery location in c55 where the container is 
planned to be stacked. So does the vehicle B, prepar-
ing to deliver its consignment from c4 to c51. Mean-
while, the loading on board is concurrently in prog-
ress, which requires the vehicles C, D and E to deliver 
their loadings from ASCs in the cells c52, c56, c59 to 
the QCs in the cells c10, c8, c6, respectively. Accord-
ing to certain traffic rules and protocols  set by the 

Figure 4
Qingdao Qianwan container terminal (QQCT) in China

Figure 5
The layout of a typical ACT

  

 
 

 
input of the algorithm is the mobile system itself, 
including the dependency structure model, its 
initial state S0, m mobile objects and n ambients. 
The output  either  is  the generated schedule seq, 
or concludes that a schedule is non-existent 
because the system reaches a collision-deadlocked 
state or abnormally terminates. 

The computing process are described as follows: 

(1) Check whether S0 is collision-deadlocked. If 
true, it means that the system can not evolve in its 
initial state, thus a schedule is non-existent and 
the algorithm exits (lines 5-7). Otherwise, push S0 
and the pre-dependency set of each activated 
transformation dependency onto the stack st one 
by one (lines 8-10). 
(2) Enter a while loop as long as the stack st is not 
empty (line 11). 
(3) Pop an element off the stack st and store the 
pre-dependency set (X) as an element of a 
schedule (lines 12-14). 
(4) Check whether the current state is terminated. 
If that is the case, then a schedule is completely 
generated and the algorithm exits the while loop 
(lines 15-16). 
(5) Check whether the current state is collision- 
deadlocked. If true, then the pre-dependency set 
(X) cannot be contained in the generated schedule. 
The algorithm continues to start the next iteration 
(lines 18- 19). 
(6) Otherwise, compute the new states according 
to the current state and the currently activated 
transformation dependencies. The new states and 
their corresponding pre-dependency sets are 
pushed onto the stack st if the states meet the 
requirements of isolation (lines 22-29). If there 
does not exist a new state that is pushed onto the 
stack, the corresponding pre-dependency set is 
not an element of the schedule (lines 30-32). 
(7) When the while loop ends, check whether the 
current state is not terminated. If true, it means 
that the algorithm does not compute a feasible 
schedule (line 37); otherwise, a schedule is 
generated (line 39). 

The complexity of the algorithm above is 2|| 

where  is the transformation relation of the 
dependency structure DS. Except for this, the 
complexities of the other parts are all linear time. 
Fortunately, given an intersection or roundabout 
scenarios of intelligent transportation systems, the 
computation usually involves a limited number of 
events. Thus there exists ample time for modern 
computing devices to generate a feasible schedule 
(see Section 9.2). 

To  accurately   evaluate   the    effectiveness   and 
scalability of the algorithm, we have implemented it 
and incorporated it into DSTool (see Figure 7)–a 
prototype tool we developed to support the 
constructing and reasoning of dependency 
structure models. The latest version of DSTool is 
developed using JavaScript, which makes it capable 
of running directly on most of the major browsers 
without extra installation. 

       

9. Experiment 
In this section, a case study of a fully-automated 
container terminals   (ACT)   is    presented, and  a 
series of simulation experiments have been 
conducted by employing the scheduling policies 
generation algorithm to evaluate and demonstrate 
the effectiveness and scalability of our event-based 
scheduling approach. 
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port authority, once a job is assigned to a particular 
AGV, the path from the loading point to the unloading 
point is predetermined solely by using the interme-
diate nodes. For example, as shown in Figure 5, A is 
required to take the path c2 → c12 → c22 → c23 → 
c24 → c25 → c35 → c45 → c55, and B does the path 
c4 → c14 → c13 → c12 → c11 → c21 → c31 → c41 → 
c51. Similarly, the vehicles C, D and E are demanded 
to move along the paths c52 → c42 → c32 →c33 → 
c34 → c35 → c36 → c37 → c38 → c39 → c40 → c30 
→ c20 → c10, c56 → c57 → c47 → c37 → c27 → c17 
→ c7 → c8 and c59 → c49 → c39 → c29 → c19 → c18 
→ c17 → c16 → c6, respectively. Obviously, there exist 
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some intersections (e.g. c12, c17, c35, c37, c39) in the 
predetermined paths of different vehicles. In order to 
prevent possible collision, congestion and deadlocks 
in the yard, AGVs need to be isolated from each oth-
er for the whole terminal area, especially for those 
intersection cells. Using dependency structures, the 
behavior of such a mobile system can be modeled as 
DSACT = <ξ, I, T, S, C, P, W, F> where
ξ = { enA

c2, en  Ac12, enA
c22, enA

c23, enA
c24, enA

c25, enA
c35, enA

c45, enA
c55,  

enB
c4, enB

c14, enB
c13, enB

c12, enB
c11, enB

c21, enB
c31, enB

c41, enB
c51, enC

c52, 
enC

c42, enC
c32, enC

c33, enC
c34, enC

c35, enC
c36, enC

c37, enC
c38, enC

c39, enC
c40, 

enC
c30, enC

c20, enC
c10, enD

c56, enD
c57, enD

c47, enD
c37, enD

c27, enD
c17, enD

c7,  
enD

c8, enE
c59, enE

c49, enE
c39, enE

c29, enE
c19, enE

c18, enE
c17, enE

c16, enE
c6},

I = {{enA
c2}, {enB

c4}, {enC
c52}, {enD

c52}, {enE
c59}},

T = {({enA
c2},{enA

c12}), ({enA
c12},{enA

c22}), ({enA
c22},{enA

c23}),  
({enA

c23},{enA
c24}), ({enA

c24},{enA
c25}), ({enA

c25},{enA
c35}), ({enA

c35}, 
{enA

c45}), ({enA
c45},{enA

c55}), ({enB
c4},{enB

c14}), ({enB
c14},{enB

c13}), 
({enB

c13},{enB
c12}), ({enB

c12},{enB
c11}), ({enB

c11},{enB
c21}), ({enB

c21}, 
{enB

c31}), ({enB
c31},{enB

c41}), ({enB
c41},{enB

c51}), ({enC
c52},{enC

c42}),  
({enC

c42},{enC
c32}), ({enC

c32},{enC
c33}), ({enC

c33},{enC
c34}), ({enC

c34}, 
{enC

c35}),({enC
c35},{ enC

c36}), ({enC
c36},{enC

c37}), ({enC
c37},{enC

c38}), 
({enC

c38},{enC
c39}), ({enC

c39},{enC
c40}), ({enC

c40},{enC
c30}), ({enC

c30}, 
{enC

c20}), ({enC
c20},{enC

c10}), ({enD
c56},{enD

c57}), ({enD
c57},{enD

c47}), 
({enD

c47},{enD
c37}), ({enD

c37},{enD
c27}), ({enD

c27},{enD
c17}), ({enD

c17}, 
{enD

c7}),({enD
c7},{enD

c8}), ({enE
c59},{ enE

c49}), ({enE
c49},{enE

c39}), 
({enE

c39},{enE
c29}), ({enE

c29},{enE
c19}), ({enE

c19},{enE
c18}), ({enE

c18}, 
{enE

c17}), ({enE
c17},{enE

c16}), ({enE
c16},{enE

c6})},
S = f, C = f, P = f, " e Î ξ, W(e) = ∞, and 
F = {{enA

c55}, {enB
c51}, {enC

c10}, {enD
c8}, {enE

c6}}.
Using the algorithm above (see Algorithm 1), a sched-
uling sequence can be conveniently obtained which  
can guarantee the isolation of AGVs in this terminal, 
like the one below:

s = {enA
c2}   {enA

c12}   {enA
c22}   {enB

c4}   {enB
c14}   {enB

c13}   {enB
c12}   {enB

c11}    {enB
c21} 

{enB
c31}  {enB

c41}  {enB
c51}  {enA

c23}  {enA
c24}  {enA

c25}  {enA
c35}  {enA

c45}  {enA
c55} 

{enC
c52}  {enC

c42}  {enC
c32}  {enC

c33}  {enC
c34}  {enC

c35}  {enC
c36}  {enC

c37}  {enC
c38} 

{enD
c56}  {enD

c57}  {enD
c47}  {enD

c37}  {enD
c27}  {enD

c17}  {enD
c7}  {enD

c8}  {enC
c39} 

{enC
c40}  {enE

c59}  {enE
c49}  {enE

c39}  {enE
c29}  {enE

c19}  {enE
c18}  {enE

c17}  {enE
c16} 

{enE
c69}{enC

c30}{enC
c20}{enC

c10},
Under the control of the generated schedule, the ve-
hicle B will arrive at its destination first, then will the 
vehicle A, after that are the vehicles D, E and C in se-
quence.
In practical application, besides isolation, the sched-
uling of AGVs must take into account many other   
constraints and conditions, such as to maximize the 
QCs’ productivity by reducing their delays, to mini-
mize the CO2 emissions by reducing the empty-travel 
distances of the AGVs, etc. Based on these concerns, 
we can further improve the algorithm to generate the 
most optimal schedule in a more efficient way.

9.2. Scalability Evaluation
For performance evaluations, a total of more than 
600000 simulation experiments are conducted in five 
batches by using the latest version (91.0.4472) of Goo-
gle Chrome, on a standard windows laptop with an 
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4600U CPU and 12 GB of mem-
ory. In each batch, a square area composed of a fixed 
number of  cells (that are 15×15,20×20,25×25,30×30 
and 35×35 separately) is created to model the ACT 
and a variable numbers of AGVs are emulated to move 
in such an area (see Figure 7 for example). Every time 
when the number of AGVs and the upper limit of the 
length of their travelling paths are given, the moving 
paths of all AGVs are randomly determined, thus all of 
the necessarily isolated cells (i.e., intersection cells) 
are determined. Then the scheduling generating algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1) are carried out to generate a feasi-
ble schedule which can guarantee the safety isolation 
of the AGVs in the whole area (or conclude that such 
a schedule is non-existent). Such a simulation is rep-
licated again and again with AGVs’ number ranging 
from 2 to 14, and the time spent in generating a sched-
ule and the corresponding test case are recorded in 
CSV format each time for further detailed  analysis.
The main results of the experiments are presented as 
follows. Table 1 lists the average time spent in gener-
ating  a schedule under different number of vehicles in 
different size of areas, while Table 2 does the maximum 
time. Note that all statistics are in milliseconds. Based 
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9.1 Fully-Automated Container Terminal 
Here we present a typical ACT like QQCT  
(Qingdao Qianwan container terminal, see Figure 
4), whose layout is graphically presented in Figure 
5. To meet the challenges of booming marine 
container transportation, the terminal employs 
automation equipments, such as quay cranes 
(QCs), automatic guided vehicles (AGVs) and 
automated stacking cranes (ASCs), to support the 
loading and discharging of containers. As major 
means of horizontal transport between the QCs 
and ASCs, AGVs move around to deliver 
containers. It is obviously that these vehicles 
should be effectively isolated from each other so 
as to ensure their safety and efficiency.  

In the same way as the running example, the 
whole terminal area is divided into multiple grid 
cells, each of which is regarded as an ambient and 
marked with a unique identifier. Suppose there 
exist 5 AGVs A, B, C, D and E which have been 
assigned different delivery jobs (see Figure 5). To 
carry out the discharging operations, the vehicle A 
receives an inbound container from the QC in c2 
and prepares to bring it to the delivery location in 
c55 where the container is planned to be stacked. 
So does the vehicle B, preparing to deliver its 
consignment from c4 to c51. Meanwhile, the 
loading on board is concurrently in progress, 
which requires the vehicles C, D and E to deliver 
their loadings from ASCs in the cells c52, c56, c59 
to the QCs in the cells c10, c8, c6, respectively. 
According to certain traffic rules and protocols  set 
by the port authority, once a job is assigned to a 
particular AGV, the path from the loading point to 
the unloading point is predetermined solely by 
using the intermediate nodes. For example, as 
shown in Figure 5, A is required to take the path 
c2 → c12 → c22 → c23 → c24 → c25 → c35 → c45 
→ c55, and B does the path c4 → c14 → c13 → c12 
→ c11 → c21 → c31 → c41 → c51. Similarly, the 
vehicles C, D and E are demanded to move along 
the paths c52 → c42 → c32 → c33 → c34 → c35 → 
c36 → c37 → c38 → c39 → c40 → c30 → c20 → c10,   
c56 → c57 → c47 → c37 → c27 → c17 → c7 → c8 
and  c59 → c49 →   c39 → c29 → c19 → c18 → c17 → c16 
→ c6, respectively. Obviously, there exist some 
intersections (e.g. c12, c17, c35, c37, c39) in the 
predetermined paths of different vehicles. In order 
to prevent possible collision, congestion and 
deadlocks in the yard, AGVs need to be isolated 
from each other for the whole terminal area, 
especially for those intersection cells. Using 
dependency structures, the behavior of such a   
mobile   system   can   be   modeled   as DSACT = <ξ, 
, , , , , , > where 

ξ = { enA 
c2, enA 

c12, enA 
c22, enA 

c23, enA 
c24, enA 

c25, enA 
c35, enA 

c45, enA 
c55,  

enB 
c4, enB 

c14, enB 
c13, enB 

c12, enB 
c11, enB 

c21, enB 
c31, enB 

c41, enB 
c51, enC 

c52, 
enC 

c42, enC 
c32, enC 

c33, enC 
c34, enC 

c35, enC 
c36, enC 

c37, enC 
c38, enC 

c39, enC 
c40, 

enC 
c30, enC 

c20, enC 
c10, enD 

c56, enD 
c57, enD 

c47, enD 
c37, enD 

c27, enD 
c17, enD 

c7,  
enD 

c8, enE 
c59, enE 

c49, enE 
c39, enE 

c29, enE 
c19, enE 

c18, enE 
c17, enE 

c16, enE 
c6}, 

 = {{enA 
c2}, {enB 

c4}, {enC 
c52}, {enD 

c52}, {enE 
c59}}, 

 = {({enA 
c2},{enA 

c12}), ({enA 
c12},{enA 

c22}), ({enA 
c22},{enA 

c23}),  
({enA 

c23},{enA 
c24}), ({enA 

c24},{enA 
c25}), ({enA 

c25},{enA 
c35}), ({enA 

c35}, 
{enA 

c45}), ({enA 
c45},{enA 

c55}), ({enB 
c4},{enB 

c14}), ({enB 
c14},{enB 

c13}), 
 ({enB 

c13},{enB 
c12}), ({enB 

c12},{enB 
c11}), ({enB 

c11},{enB 
c21}), ({enB 

c21}, 
{enB 

c31}), ({enB 
c31},{enB 

c41}), ({enB 
c41},{enB 

c51}), ({enC 
c52},{enC 

c42}),  
({enC 

c42},{enC 
c32}), ({enC 

c32},{enC 
c33}), ({enC 

c33},{enC 
c34}), ({enC 

c34}, 
{enC 

c35}),({enC 
c35},{ enC 

c36}), ({enC 
c36},{enC 

c37}), ({enC 
c37},{enC 

c38}), 
 ({enC 

c38},{enC 
c39}), ({enC 

c39},{enC 
c40}), ({enC 

c40},{enC 
c30}), ({enC 

c30}, 
{enC 

c20}), ({enC 
c20},{enC 

c10}), ({enD 
c56},{enD 

c57}), ({enD 
c57},{enD 

c47}), 
 ({enD 

c47},{enD 
c37}), ({enD 

c37},{enD 
c27}), ({enD 

c27},{enD 
c17}), ({enD 

c17}, 
{enD 

c7}),({enD 
c7},{enD 

c8}), ({enE 
c59},{ en

E 
c49}), ({enE 

c49},{enE 
c39}), 

 ({enE 
c39},{enE 

c29}), ({enE 
c29},{enE 

c19}), ({enE 
c19},{enE 

c18}), ({enE 
c18}, 

{enE 
c17}), ({enE 

c17},{enE 
c16}), ({enE 

c16},{enE 
c6})} , 

 = f ,  = f,  = f, " e Î ξ, (e) = ∞, and  

 = {{enA 
c55}, {enB 

c51}, {enC 
c10}, {enD 

c8}, {enE 
c6}}. 

Using the algorithm above (see Algorithm 1), a 
scheduling sequence can be conveniently obtained 
which  can guarantee the isolation of AGVs in this 
terminal, like the one below: 
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c10}, 

Under the control of the generated schedule, the 
vehicle B will arrive at its destination first, then will 
the vehicle A, after that are the vehicles D, E and C 
in sequence. 

In practical application, besides isolation, the 
scheduling of AGVs must take into account many 
other   constraints   and   conditions,   such   as   to 
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Figure 7
The DS Tool

  

maximize the QCs’ productivity by reducing their 
delays, to minimize the CO2 emissions by 
reducing the empty-travel distances of the AGVs, 
etc. Based on these concerns, we can further 
improve the algorithm to generate the most 
optimal schedule in a more efficient way. 

9.2 Scalability Evaluation 
For performance evaluations, a total of more than 
600000 simulation experiments are conducted in 
five batches by using the latest version (91.0.4472) 
of Google Chrome, on a standard windows laptop 
with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4600U CPU and 12 
GB of memory. In each batch, a square area 
composed of a fixed number of  cells (that are 
15×15,20×20,25×25,30×30 and 35×35 separately) is 
created to model the ACT and a variable numbers 
of AGVs are emulated to move in such an area 
(see Figure 7 for example). Every time when the 
number of AGVs and the upper limit of the length 
of their travelling paths are given, the moving 
paths of all AGVs are randomly determined, thus 
all of the necessarily isolated cells (i.e., intersection 
cells) are determined. Then the scheduling 
generating algorithm (Algorithm 1) are carried out 
to generate a feasible schedule which can 
guarantee the safety isolation of the AGVs in the 
whole area (or conclude that such a schedule is 
non-existent). Such a simulation is replicated 
again and again with AGVs’ number ranging from 
2 to 14, and the time spent in generating a 
schedule and the corresponding test case are 
recorded in CSV format each time for further 
detailed  analysis. 
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The main results of the experiments are presented 
as follows. Table 1 lists the average time spent in 
generating  a schedule under different number of 

vehicles in different size of areas, while Table 2 
does the maximum time. Note that all statistics are 
in milliseconds. Based on the data collected, Figures 
8-9 intuitively illustrate the feasibility and 
scalability of the approach. Figure 8 shows the 
average time spent in generating a schedule in 
different size of areas, and Figure 9 compares the 
average time spent with the maximum time spent 
in a standard 20×20 square area as a typical 
example. Evidently, as the number of vehicles 
increases, the average time spent in generating a 
schedule grows accordingly (see Figure 8), while 
the maximum time spent is further higher than the 
average time (see Figure 9). 

This conclusion can be well explained as follows, by 
Figures 10-11. 
Firstly, given the upper limit of the length of the 
paths, once the size of the area (i.e., the amount of 
cells) is determined, the vehicular traffic capacity in 
such an area is considered to be constant. The more 
vehicles you arrange in the area, the more 
intersections that may appear on their paths, which 
makes the vehicles more likely to collide with each 
other. Hence it takes the algorithm more time to 
explore much more states to find a feasible 
schedule, which is confirmed by the statistics 
shown in Figure 10. Besides that, it is also 
noticeable that under the same conditions a larger 
area can accommodate more vehicles than smaller 
ones so that the schedule can be generated more 
quickly, as indicated in Figure 8. 
Secondly, as shown in Figure 11, when the number 
of vehicles increases, the probability of non-existent 
of schedule (i.e., isolation failure caused by path 
conflict) grows significantly, which forces the 
algorithm to iterate over nearly all possible states 
before making a final decision, resulting in the 
significant increase in computing time, especially 
the maximum time. From the massive simulation 
cases we collected, it is not difficult to find out that 
the maximum time spent usually comes from the 
cases where the number of intersections is great and 
all paths intersect with each other sometimes may 
even lead to the non-existence of a schedule. 
However, fortunately, complex cases like these are 
only a small part of all generated cases so that the 
average time spent turns out to be much lower than 
the maximum time (confirmed by Figure 11). 
In addition, it is also worth mentioning that a 
drastic increase can be observed in the maximum 
time spent as the number of vehicles reaches or 
exceeds a certain threshold. For example, when the 
number of vehicles reaches 9 in a 20×20 area, as 
shown in Figure 9. Similar changes can also be 
found in the results for 15×15,25×25,30×30 and 
35×35 areas  (see Table 2),  which is supposed to be

on the data collected, Figures 8-9 intuitively illustrate 
the feasibility and scalability of the approach. Figure 8 
shows the average time spent in generating a schedule 
in different size of areas, and Figure 9 compares the 
average time spent with the maximum time spent in a 
standard 20×20 square area as a typical example. Evi-
dently, as the number of vehicles increases, the average 
time spent in generating a schedule grows accordingly 
(see Figure 8), while the maximum time spent is fur-
ther higher than the average time (see Figure 9).
This conclusion can be well explained as follows, by 
Figures 10-11.
Firstly, given the upper limit of the length of the paths, 
once the size of the area (i.e., the amount of cells) is 
determined, the vehicular traffic capacity in such an 
area is considered to be constant. The more vehicles 
you arrange in the area, the more intersections that 

Table 1
Average time spent in generating a schedule(in milliseconds)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 × 15 6.46 13.49 17.96 20.98 22.4 24.88 35.59 91.88 271.62 1010.7 − − −

20 × 20 3.91 10.18 14.17 18.23 20.12 21.99 26.16 41.64 127.48 436.09 1234.3 2340.71 5645.93

25 × 25 2.94 6.43 11.85 15.55 20.87 22.83 24.50 29.52 46.1 121.39 197.49 499.83 1415.27

30 × 30 1.94 9.37 10.78 15.69 20.45 23.78 24.43 24.91 61.88 65.07 83.57 104.74 236.7

35 × 35 1.44 4.01 7.48 10.83 14.65 17.68 20.32 24.38 25.97 31.34 33.64 46.01 63.14

Vehicle Number   

Size of area

Note that ”-” means being omitted because of the insufficiency of the samples.

Table 2
Maximum time spent in generating a schedule (in milliseconds)

     2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 × 15 113 332 1150 1228 1249 2513 29837 42909 84237 115174 − − −

20 × 20 44 157 193 269 318 375 1214 10923 52366 106521 149194 124421 239505

25 × 25 35 35 53 65 120 672 531 2803 15669 54328 64646 99292 285744

30 × 30 38 37 52 54 66 217 734 969 31107 39536 80774 62067 95376

35 × 35 29 31 36 40 39 43 88 85 512 3536 7508 14425 65614

Vehicle Number   

Size of area

Note that ”-” means being omitted because of the insufficiency of the samples and data in bold text indicates where the drastic increases occur.
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may appear on their paths, which makes the vehicles 
more likely to collide with each other. Hence it takes 
the algorithm more time to explore much more states 
to find a feasible schedule, which is confirmed by the 
statistics shown in Figure 10. Besides that, it is also 
noticeable that under the same conditions a larger 
area can accommodate more vehicles than small-
er ones so that the schedule can be generated more 
quickly, as indicated in Figure 8.
Secondly, as shown in Figure 11, when the number of 
vehicles increases, the probability of non-existent of 
schedule (i.e., isolation failure caused by path conflict) 
grows significantly, which forces the algorithm to iter-
ate over nearly all possible states before making a final 
decision, resulting in the significant increase in com-
puting time, especially the maximum time. From the 
massive simulation cases we collected, it is not difficult 
to find out that the maximum time spent usually comes 
from the cases where the number of intersections is 
great and all paths intersect with each other some-
times may even lead to the non-existence of a schedule. 
However, fortunately, complex cases like these are only 
a small part of all generated cases so that the average 
time spent turns out to be much lower than the maxi-
mum time (confirmed by Figure 11).
In addition, it is also worth mentioning that a dras-
tic increase can be observed in the maximum time 
spent as the number of vehicles reaches or exceeds a 
certain threshold. For example, when the number of 
vehicles reaches 9 in a 20×20 area, as shown in Fig-
ure 9. Similar changes can also be found in the results 
for 15×15,25×25,30×30 and 35×35 areas  (see Table 2),  
which is supposed to be the result of some kind of ve-
hicle saturation in the bounded area.
In order to enhance algorithm performance, sever-
al optimizing methods are applied in the actual al-
gorithm implementation. To simplify the input, the 
length of the AGVs’ moving paths can be reduced by 
only considering the intersection cells. Moreover, 
those paths can be further split into several inde-
pendent (non-overlapping)   groups   so   that   a   di-
vide-and-conquer strategy can be employed to ac-
celerate the schedule generation. In addition, some 
typical collision-deadlock states can be recognized in 
advance by directly using certain common patterns. 
Due to the high dimensionality of complex search 
spaces and the inherent performance limitation of 
JavaScript and browsers, in extreme cases (e.g., when 
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Figure 10
Relationship between the number of intersections in the 
vehicles’ paths when the number of vehicles is 10 in a 
20×20 square area

Figure 11
Probability of non-existent scheduling under different 
number of vehicles in different sizes of areas
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still time-consuming, preventing it from being 
executed enough times. Consequently, this part 
of results are not convincing which are not 
presented in the illustration. 

Despite all this, as shown in Figure 9, in a 20×20 
area, when the number of vehicles is less than 9, 
the algorithm can always generate a schedule 
(or conclude the schedule is non-existent) in 
less than 1.5 seconds, which is efficient enough 
for most autonomous driving scenarios 
according to the report [13]. Because in the case 
of autonomous driving, a vehicle only needs to 
consider a very limited area around it.  In that 
case, it only needs to consider at most 8 vehicles 
which are the nearest to it in all directions. 

 

10. Conclusion 

In this paper, a novel approach to analyzing 
and implementing the safety isolation of mobile 
objects in a complex mobile system is proposed, 
which employs a more fine-grained event-
based formal model called Dependency 
Structure. Thus an automatic schedule 
generating algorithm is provided and 
implemented to generate the isolation  
scheduling  policies  in  such  a mobile system. 
Simulation experiments are conducted to solve 
the intersection isolation problems in a concrete 
intelligent traffic system and the result 
demonstrates the effectiveness and scalability of 
our approach. 
In general, our results are mainly twofold: 

(1) Finer-grained event scheduling is more 
applicable for complex scheduling problems in 

complex mobile systems than traditional  task  
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scheduling. 

(2) The safety isolation of mobile objects in complex 
mobile systems can be achieved by using a schedule 
generated automatically by an algorithm. 

Since intersection isolation (collision avoidance) is 
only one particular form of the concept of isolation, 
the work here is just the beginning. Future research 
will further extend and optimize the isolation control 
theory and scheduling generation policies of the 
complex concurrent mobile system, and we wish it to 
be finally applied for real-world intelligent 
transportation systems, such as the Chinese train 
control system [34], to ensure their safety operations. 
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rithm can always generate a schedule (or conclude 
the schedule is non-existent) in less than 1.5 seconds, 
which is efficient enough for most autonomous driv-
ing scenarios according to the report [13]. Because in 
the case of autonomous driving, a vehicle only needs 
to consider a very limited area around it.  In that case, 
it only needs to consider at most 8 vehicles which are 
the nearest to it in all directions.

10. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel approach to analyzing and imple-
menting the safety isolation of mobile objects in a com-
plex mobile system is proposed, which employs a more 
fine-grained event-based formal model called Depen-
dency Structure. Thus an automatic schedule generat-
ing algorithm is provided and implemented to generate 
the isolation  scheduling  policies  in  such  a mobile sys-
tem. Simulation experiments are conducted to solve 
the intersection isolation problems in a concrete in-
telligent traffic system and the result demonstrates the 
effectiveness and scalability of our approach.
In general, our results are mainly twofold:
1 Finer-grained event scheduling is more applicable 

for complex scheduling problems in complex mo-
bile systems than traditional  task scheduling.

2 The safety isolation of mobile objects in complex 
mobile systems can be achieved by using a sched-
ule generated automatically by an algorithm.

Since intersection isolation (collision avoidance) is 
only one particular form of the concept of isolation, 
the work here is just the beginning. Future research 
will further extend and optimize the isolation control 
theory and scheduling generation policies of the com-
plex concurrent mobile system, and we wish it to be fi-
nally applied for real-world intelligent transportation 
systems, such as the Chinese train control system 
[34], to ensure their safety operations.
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